
Annual Report 
It is profound honour for me presenting the Annual Report 2018-19 to appraise you all a glimpse of our progress 

and accomplishments in this session. 

DBGS, Mandi  Gobindgarh is one of the shining sparks under AASARA FOUNDATION society(Regd)  which is 

non profit making and charitable in nature .DBGS always aim to liberalized Indian cultural value and integrate 

scientific temper to charitable  formal educational setup on the global scale. With the same zest and zeal, our school 

has undergone a complete metamorphosis within 8 years from its modest inception in the year 2012 ,DBGS has 

been the heart of students activities in a highly secured and hygienic ambience with a 625 strong students 

community hailing From the city Mandi Gobindgarh, Amloh and Khanna. It s a boundless joy to mention that with 

the timely guidance and involvement of our School managing committee President Dr. Zora Singh, General 

Secretary Dr Tejinder Kaur and Vice- President Er.Sandeep Singh. 

And good wishes of all the parents, we dream to extend more and advanced sporting facilities for our dear children. 

Scholastic Successes 

Feel overwhelmed to mention that this year academic achievement 

 (i).120 students from Pre- Primary scored 100%,  

(ii) 168 students scored A1 Grade in Primary wing  

(iii) 29 A1 holders were from higher classes 

Highest score of 10
th
 pass-out was 88.4% secured by Anmolpreet Kaur besides these brilliant result in class 10 our 

school also shown brightly in various competitive examinations.  

And 2 students Arshdeep Singh Sandhu and Anmolpreet Kaur score Merit in the International Cambridge Program 

of English ( ESOL) 

Illustrious Discipline and Training 

As we built responsible students of the future NCC and Buddy group come a long way make them patriot of the 

soil. 

Adding icing to the cake, our school students organise SWATCH BHARAT ABHIYAN camp. Tree plantation, 

Green Diwali Rally and many more events to convey the social message to the Era by doing such kind deeds 

Sports 

Again it’s my great pleasure to mention that our 155 students played at ZONAL LEVEL and brought proud for our 

school in different games like Kho kho , cricket, volley Ball, boxing, tug of war,etc 

90 students represented themselves in various games at DISTRICT LEVEL and show their potential in classic 

manner 

38 students participated at STATE LEVEL TOURNAMENT in different games and show their best performance. 

I feel delighted that 22 students participated at National level in BOXING CHAMPIONSHIP at mandi 

Gobindgarh and won 12 gold medals, 7 silver medals and 1- bronze medal and brought proud to our school. 

Above all DBGS always tied up with the series of SAHODAYA and organised and participated in inter school 

competition and won prizes and medal especially in CRICKET our Champions brought SILVER medal at Doraha 

(Ludhiana) 



It gives me immense pleasure to acknowledge the achievement of my various students in various fields, but due to 

constraint of space the same cannot be read out her.  

Creating Compassionate Soul 

The school conducted a number of visits to orphanages and old age home to sensitize the students to become 

responsible citizens to work for the welfare of the needy and the deprived. They presented many entertaining 

programs and distribute books, clothes and other necessary things. 

On various occasions, students went on awareness campaign on various issues and message like save trees 

cleanliness, national integration etc 

As the school foundation Day came on 23 Jan, we organised, Dental check up camp in which Number of parents 

and teachers participated enthusiastically  

Training and Development for Every One 

Teacher’s school day doesn’t end after the last bell of the day. They evolve themselves beyond the classroom 

boundaries and make lasting impression on the loves of their students not only by their own practice and 

preparations but by participating in number of teacher training programmes at  National & international level 

As DBGS has opted international programmes to coop with the  International Curriculum, timely  training session  

are organised and 100% participation of teacher is there  to  rejectivate their teaching Lectures, they turns no stone 

unturned to educate themselves with the new curriculum & technology 

 We Are thankful to our school Managing committee & parents teacher coordination committee that believe in 

transparency and  willingness to think beyond the boundaries and with their constructive suggestions and 

Discussion  set up our newer challenges every year. Due to these previous guidelines DBGS has ranked 1
st
 in 

Fatehgarh  Sahib District of Punjab 

DBGS has always focussed on quality education 

Infrastructure 

3D theatre is the first modern technique which adopted by DBGS in new session (2018-19) to un part the study of 

Curriculum through 3-D, so the students may feel & final easy the understand the lesson done. 

Excursion 

 We conducted many study tours, seminars, leadership programmes, visit to place of art , culture, and science and 

education talks by experts from institution of distinguished repute to make our school students feel the latest trend 

A school is that propitious land human intelligence where a powerful and insightful race is built with all embracing 

care .And for fulfilling our pledge to gift our country the best talents in all arenas, we need the complete support of 

every stakeholder of this much loved institution so let’s come together to fill the life of our children with all 

happiness and make their education the most cherishable story of their souls 

 

Mr. Ramesh Kumar Thakur 
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